New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
December 14, 2017 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Happy Holidays to All! Twenty-one hearty members braved a cold winter’s night to participate
in our annual NJNA Holiday party and gift exchange! We had so much to do during the meeting
that it scarcely fit into our two-hour time slot! We started by filling our plates with a wide
assortment of delicious edible treats!

Yummy in the Tummy!
Diane opened the meeting with a discussion of the NJNA participation in the Woodlawn
Needlework Show that takes place every year during March at the Woodlawn estate in
Alexandria, Virginia. NJNA is hoping to send the finished 2016 ANG SOTM by Susan Hoekstra,
stitched by our members, as a group exhibit; submission of other pieces is also encouraged.
NJNA will again have folks deliver our pieces to DC for an individual cost of $10 per piece to
help defray the driver’s cost. Please make sure that your submissions are securely packaged.
Woodlawn website has information. The entry form is attached to this meeting summary.
You may recall that earlier this year, Diane and Cathryn shared results of the critiques of their
pieces submitted to Woodlawn. Both found that they received helpful information that will
improve their stitching! So, NJNA is also encouraging anyone who is submitting a piece to
Woodlawn to consider having a critique done. The critique will entitle you to an extra free
entry ticket to the event!
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The NJNA SOTM group has elected to stitch Lorene Salt’s Kaleidoscope as our 2018 project.

On the left is the original colorway: Autumn Kaleidoscope. On the right is an aquamarine
colorway. As usual, many NJNA members will experiment with their own colorway.
Linda M is coordinating the ordering of the instructions from Lorene. The cost is $45 for the
instructions (which includes postage). Linda M will also coordinate orders for kits for either of
the two colorways above from a shop in Colorado. The kit for the Autumn colorway is $175 and
the kit for the aquamarine colorway is $160. Both of these include postage. Note that the
postage is estimated and, if required, SOTM will assess an additional fee (or refund). (FYI, Rosie
found that the kit price is in-line with what she paid for her own colorway threads.) Note: both
colorways are done on black canvas, but the kitting shop will substitute white if you prefer.
Linda M needs to hear from you by December 19 if you want to participate. She will be placing
the orders on December 20. You must join NJNA in 2018 to participate. Note that the
instructions will be parsed out in one-month segments so that everyone is working on the same
area together. Meetings are on the second Saturday in the Morristown/Mendham area.
Generally, this group is a self-directed workshop and attendance is expected.
NJNA’s nominating committee comprised of Linda M, Marge K, and Mally presented the
following slate of nominees for NJNA 2017 officers:
President: Diane B
Vice-president, Programs: Cathryn C
Vice-president, Membership: Heidi K
Secretary: Linda M
Treasurer: Rosie L
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The motion to accept this slate was made, seconded, and unanimously approved with many
thanks to the nominating committee.
In addition to the elected board positions, a number of standing committee openings will be
filled for 2018 as follows:
Workshops: Sylvia B
Website: Jill W
Meeting Summaries: Rosie L
Newsletter: Diane B
Programs Assistance: Marge K
Hospitality: Mally B
Planning ahead, we plan to do a small project called “Winter Stars” in January.

Winter Stars
NJNA will provide the dark blue canvas for members. You can provide your own threads or
purchase a thread kit for $15. The money will be collected and the kits distributed in January.
Please bring 8” by 8” stretcher bars to the January meeting.
In February, we plan to do another small project called “Valentine Heart.” This is a design by
Carole Lake of Stitchplay designs. As with the other project, NJNA will provide the canvas.

Valentine Heart
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In March, NJNA will do a small eyelet design called Mille Fleur. NJNA will provide the white
canvas.
Ada D has been working with the library and has proposed that NJNA stitch a banner for the
Children’s library as a community service project. The next step is to determine the cost for the
canvas, stitch guide, and a custom design for the library logo. Cathryn agreed to contact the
needlepoint novelist and collect the prices for this project.
Some of you may remember the above box that Sue R brought to show and tell in November.
Sue has stitched several Nancy Needle’s canvasses and this box allows her to interchange them
throughout the year. After several members asked Sue about getting a box, Sue reported that
the boxes are available and she is planning to place an order in January. The cost is $100 per
box. Please let Sue know if you want her to order one (or more) for you! The Nancy’s Needle’s
canvasses with threads and stitch guide run about $33 per insert. Reply to my e-mail and I’ll
pass it along to Sue R.

Sue R box to hold Nancy Needle’s canvasses
Rona praised the results of Fireside Stitchery’s selling of her stash on e-Bay. She chose to use
the 60/40 split of the proceeds. The split is more favorable (80/20) if you elect for store credit
instead. Highly recommended for de-stashing!
Rosie reported the NJNA treasury balance as $3,171.16.
In 2018, NJNA plans to keep our meeting schedule on the third Wednesday of each month with
two exceptions: the September meeting will be on September 12 and the November meeting
will be on November 14. Please mark your calendars!
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

Sue C has made a number of these
Carolyn Mitchell Christmas ornaments.
She brought the stitching and an example
of the finished ornament. She says that
this ornament is very simple to finish
yourself; you fold it over and bind the
edges together. Add a hook and beads
and voila! Lovely!

Diane B made this adorable ornament for
her Grandson. I didn’t catch who finished
it, but I though she said she finished it
herself! Looks like she could have herself
a new career!
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Sue R stitched these two 3-D angels, appropriately called “Red Angel” and “Blue Angel”. These
were kits that she picked up in Atlanta. After stitching the canvasses, she sent them back to
Atlanta for finishing. How fun is this project? Don’t you love the “fur” trim on the blue one?

Sylvia designed and stitched this one of a kind project as a thank you gift to a family who took
her daughter sailing in the British Virgin Islands this past summer. Can you decipher what the
signal flags spell? As someone who has sailed in the BVI about a dozen times, I easily guessed
that it spelled “Tortola”, the largest island and main yachting base in the BVI. Someone asked
about the fascinating background stitch and Sylvia said that she “made it up!”
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Linda M stitched “New Orleans”, a painted canvas by Denise DeRusha. Linda used a stitch guide
from the Enriched Stitch with some of her own modifications. Framing by “Framed Image”.
This is a birthday/Christmas gift for Linda’s sister who lived in New Orleans and Baton Rouge.
What a fun project! I know your sister will love it!

Cathryn stitched this Celtic design to insert into a box lid. Where is she finding these wonderful
boxes? The canvas designer is unknown.
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Cathryn also stitched this “B” Box as a gift! Canvas designer is unknown. The stitches and
threads are perfect for the mother of pearl box! Wonder who the lucky recipient will be?
NJNA 2017 Chapter Project
Dakota Roger’s Shell Game

Margie (left) and Heidi both finished the 2017 NJNA Chapter Project. The last lesson was only
in November. Speedy stitchers! This was Margie’s first needlepoint project and look at how
she adjusted the main stitches in the design to add more of the overdyed thread. How creative.
I love how Heidi stitched hers on the blue canvas and used shells that she collected at her home
in Florida! How lucky were we to have Cathryn teach this to us?
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2017 NJNA Workshop
David McCaskill’s Background Sampler I

Margie (left) and Rosie shared their finishes of the NJNA 2017 Workshop held during the fall.
The bottom center trapezoid was stitcher’s choice. Do you love Margie’s horse and rider in the
dessert sunset? And this was only her second needlepoint project! Margie stitched the pewter
colorway and Rosie did the sage green. Many thanks to Cathryn for teaching.
2017 NJNA SOTM Alternate Project
Carolyn Mitchell’s My Way

Sue C elected to stitch one of the squares of this design. All colorways are stitcher’s choice. I
love the lacy edging on this design – it reminds me of a doily on my Granny’s dresser.
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2017 NJNA SOTM Project
Tony Minieri’s Stars for the New Millennium

The NJNA SOTM group is starting to see some completions on the 2017 project. Clockwise from
the top left: Linda M’s Egyptian Nights Colorway, Jill’s Own Colorway, Joan’s Original Colorway
from Tony, and Sylvia’s Royalty Colorway. We are amazed at how the thread choice impacts
the look of each of the stars. Except for two of Jill’s stars, the stars are in the same location on
each of these finishes.
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Please submit this form for EACH entry.

Please submit this form for EACH entry.

Stitcher’s Name:					

Stitcher’s Name:					

Address:						

Address:						

City, State, Zip:					

City, State, Zip:					

Exhibited by:					

Exhibited by:					

Phone:						

Phone:						

Email(mandatory):					

Email(mandatory):					

DIVISION

DIVISION

Adult

Junior up to 9 yrs.

Junior 14-17 yrs.

Junior 10-13 yrs.

Adult

Junior up to 9 yrs.

Junior 14-17 yrs.

Senior

Junior 10-13 yrs.

Senior

CATEGORY

Original Design Commercial Design

Original Design Commercial Design

Adapted Design

Adapted Design

Technique:					

Technique:					

Type:						

Type:						

Measurement:____________________

Measurement:____________________

L _____ W____ Value__________

L _____ W____ Value__________

Description:_					

Description:_					

Thread Count:________

Thread Count:________

Pattern Source:_				

Pattern Source:_				

Pattern designer, if known: _			

Pattern designer, if known: _			

In submission of this entry, I hereby agree to abide
by the stated rules of the exhibition, and terms and
condition listed on the enclosures.

In submission of this entry, I hereby agree to abide
by the stated rules of the exhibition, and terms and
condition listed on the enclosures.

Signature:					

Signature:					

Total Fees:					



CATEGORY

Total Fees:					

Are you willing to sell this piece?  Yes  No

Are you willing to sell this piece?  Yes  No

Visit our website www.woodlawnpopeleighey.org for
more information on selling your needlework.

Visit our website www.woodlawnpopeleighey.org for
more information on selling your needlework.

